Knowledge Base (KB) completion, which aims to determine missing relation between entities, has raised increasing attention in recent years. Most existing methods either focus on the positional relationship between entity pair and single relation (1-hop path) in semantic space or concentrate on the joint probability of Random Walks on multi-hop paths among entities. However, they do not fully consider the intrinsic relationships of all the links among entities. By observing that the single relation and multi-hop paths between the same entity pair generally contain shared/similar semantic information, this paper proposes a novel method to capture the shared features between them as the basis for inferring missing relations. To capture the shared features jointly, we develop Hierarchical Attention Networks (HANs) to automatically encode the inputs into low-dimensional vectors, and exploit two partial parameter-shared components, one for feature source discrimination and the other for determining missing relations. By joint Adversarial Training (AT) the entire model, our method minimizes the classification error of missing relations, and ensures the source of shared features are difficult to discriminate in the meantime. The AT mechanism encourages our model to extract features that are both discriminative for missing relation prediction and shareable between single relation and multi-hop paths. We extensively evaluate our method on several large-scale KBs for relation completion. Experimental results show that our method consistently outperforms the baseline approaches. In addition, the hierarchical attention mechanism and the feature extractor in our model can be well interpreted and utilized in the related downstream tasks.
Introduction
Knowledge Base (KB) plays an important role in Artificial Intelligence applications, achieving good effects in many related tasks, such as question answering (Fader, Zettlemoyer, and Etzioni 2014) , information retrieval (Nikolaev, Kotov, and Zhiltsov 2016) , and relation extraction (Ren et al. 2017) . Existing large-scale KBs (e.g., Freebase (Bollacker et al. 2008) and WordNet (Miller 1995) ) contain vast facts about the real world and are often represented by triples, e.g. (Head Entity, Relation, Tail Entity). However, the growth of edges in KBs is not in proportion of that of entities due to the lack of data collection (Bordes et al. 2011 ). In other words, edges in existing KBs are extremely sparse and far from complete. Enriching most of the missing facts in a manual way inevitably brings unacceptable time and resource consumption. Hence, a large number of KB completion techniques have been proposed based on sufficiently analyzing the labeled knowledge.
The existing KB completion methods can be roughly divided into several types based on the different strategies of feature selection and relation determination. Among them, the knowledge representation methods represented by the translation models (e.g. Trans-family model (Bordes et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2014; Lin et al. 2015b) ), embed the knowledge in KBs (triples or only entities) into a specific continuous vector space, and exploit the uniform spatial projection relationships to learn the entire model to describe the corresponding relations. They further define a score function to rank the candidate relations based on the representation of given entity pairs, so as to complete the KB. Meanwhile, there is another state-of-the-art approach based on Path Ranking (PR), which enumerates and selects valuable paths between entities as the features to be analyzed. PRbased methods determine the missing edges through training the Random Walk (RW) joint probability of selected paths and corresponding relation classifier (Lao and Cohen 2010) . PR-based method and its variants have achieved competitive effect of KB completion by optimizing the calculation strategies of path similarity and path selection (Lao, Minkov, and Cohen 2015; Mazumder and Liu 2017) .
However, all the translation models only consider the complex semantic relations implied by the single relation (1-hop path) between entities, thus ignore the interpretation of multi-hop paths in most cases (Lin et al. 2015a; Shen et al. 2016) . As shown in Figure 1 , the missing edge (i.e. the single relation between the given entity pair) Children can be intuitively inferred by observing the multi-hop paths between entities Barack Hussein Obama and Malia Ann Obama (i.e. the paths I (yellow) and II (green)). Coincidentally, this is the basis of PR-based methods to capture features and to calculate the joint probability of each candidate edge. But the PR-based approach also has its own drawbacks, which refer to the existence of implicit noise in multi-hop paths and the lack of inner relationship mining between single relation and multi-hop paths (Mazumder and Liu 2017). For instance, as shown in Figure 1 , the path III (blue) with two hops is useless for determining the missing relation.
This paper presents a unified model that takes the single relation and multi-hop paths between entities into full account based on an intuitive assumption, i.e. the vast majority of paths between the same entity pair generally contain shared/similar semantic information. Taking advantage of the shared information between single relation and multihop paths will make the complement of missing edges easier and more accurate, because partial information of the single relation can be obtained by encoding the multi-hop paths and used to infer the single relation itself. In order to achieve the above mentioned function, our model develops Hierarchical Attention Networks (HANs) to encode the inputs and automatically capture the shared features without any manual selection by using Adversarial Training (AT). As illustrated in Figure 2 , the proposed framework consists of hierarchical attention-based encoders and two tightly coupled and parameter-shared downstream components: a source discriminator and a relation classifier. Among them, the encoders encode edges between entities based on hierarchical attention mechanism. The feature extractor shared by downstream components captures the shared features from inputs and feeds them to source discriminator and relation classifier respectively. The whole framework is jointly adversarial trained, so that the shared semantic features not only minimize the classification error but also make the source discriminator unable to discriminate the source of those features. So far, our partial model (except source discriminator) can be utilized to complement KB. Experimental results on FB15K, WN18, and FBe30K demonstrate our method outperforms the state-of-the-art baselines. In particular, the output of each sub-modules in our model can be well interpreted, and further utilized to the related downstream tasks.
The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
• The proposed method automatically captures the shared features among single relation and multi-hop paths.
• Through joint adversarial training of the entire architecture, we obtain the KB completion approach that achieves the state-of-the-art performance.
• By visualizing and analyzing the work state of all the components in our model, we interpret their corresponding functions and effects in fine-grain.
Related Work
The existing methods for KB completion mainly include the knowledge representation based models and PR-based models. The knowledge representation based models originate from representation learning which has many representative structures, e.g., Structured Embedding (Bordes et al. 2011) , Unstructured Model (Bordes et al. 2014) and Transfamily model (Bordes et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2014; Lin et al. 2015b) . In general, the knowledge representation based methods vectorize the entities and relations, and achieve the purpose of KB completion by ranking candidate relations.
Different from knowledge representation methods, PR is a RW based inference technique. Initially, PR is proposed by Lao and Cohen to determine the missing edges by planning the optimal RW path between entities and calculating the joint probabilities of selected paths (Lao and Cohen 2010) . The innovation points in the follow-up variant methods can be mainly summarized as the contextual information/feature extraction of path (Mazumder and Liu 2017) , the planning of RW (Lao, Minkov, and Cohen 2015) , and the optimization of path similarity calculation (Gardner et al. 2014) .
Recently, some researches begin to focus on incorporating extra information into KB completion model. Lin et al. introduce the low-order (2 or 3) path-related information into TransE in three different ways (ADD, MUL and RNN) and optimize the entire model. García-Durán, Bordes, and Usunier propose an extension of TransE that learns to explicitly model the composition of relationship via the addition of their corresponding translation vectors. The work of Xie et al. equips the Trans-family model with a sparse attention, which represents the hidden concepts of relations and transfers statistical strength. Wei, Zhao, and Liu combine the external memory and RW strategy to mine the inference formulas. The method proposed by Shen et al. uses a global memory and a controller module to learn multi-hop relation paths in vector space and infer the missing facts jointly without any human-designed procedure. However, these methods only treat the extra information as training samples, and do not mine the internal semantic relationships between the single relation and the multi-hop paths or reflect path-related information for KB completion.
To the best of our knowledge, our method is the first instance trying to learn shared features between single relation and multi-hop paths to achieve KB completion.
Methodology
In this section, we explain the proposed KB completion method in detail.
Problem Definition and Notations
Given a KB containing a collection of triples T = {(h, r, t) | h, t ∈ E, r ∈ R}, where h, t respectively denotes the head and tail entity, r denotes the single relation, E is the entity set and R is the relation set. A multi-hop path is a sequence of relations p i = (r i1 , r i2 , . . . , r iTi ), 
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Figure 2: The overview architecture of proposed model.
set P, N p and T i denote the size of P and the number of relations in p i respectively. P contains all of the paths between (h, t) except the single relation r. Finally, the task of KB completion 1 is to train an accurate relation classifier based on the labeled knowledge {r} P and then complement the missing relation r between the given entity pair (h, t) in the real application environment.
Overall Architecture and Components
The overall architecture of the proposed method is shown in Figure 2 . We will describe the details of different components in the following sections.
Hierarchical Attention-Based Encoders Given a path p i , i ∈ [1, N p ], we first embed the relations into vectors through an embedding matrix W t , v ij = W t r ij , where r ij denotes the jth hop relation in p i . In particular, we add Position Encoding (Sukhbaatar et al. 2015 ) pe ij and direction information d ij after the relation representation to get the final input vector
We utilize a Bidirectional Gated Recurrent Unit (Bi-GRU) (Bahdanau, Cho, and Bengio 2014) to get the annotations of relation sequence, which summarizes the information from both directions.
As shown in the relation encoder in Figure 2 , we obtain the annotation for each relation r ij in p i by concatenating the forward hidden state − → h ij and backward hidden state
− → h ij is a linear interpolation between the previous state h i,j−1 and the candidate state h ij computed with the new sequence input. GRU utilizes a gating mechanism to track the states of sequence. Updating gate z ij decides how much past information is kept and how much new information is added, which is computed as
where σ(·) is a sigmod activation function. The candidate state h ij is computed in a way similar to a traditional RNN:
where tanh(·) is a tanh activation function. Reset gate reset ij controls how much of the past state contributes to the candidate state h ij . The update function of reset ij is as follows
Actually, not all relations contribute equally to the representation of the multi-hop path meaning (Xie et al. 2017) . Hence, we introduce attention mechanism (Bahdanau, Cho, and Bengio 2014) to extract the important relations, and aggregate the representation of those meaningful relations to form a specific output. As illustrated in the relation attention layer in Figure 2 , we utilize a single attention layer to get u ij as a hidden representation of h ij :
Specifically, we measure the importance of the relation as the similarity/relatedness of u ij with a context entities vector u e , and get a normalized importance weight a ij using a softmax function as aij = exp(u ij ue)
where exp(·) is an exponential function based on natural constant e. Then, we obtain the representation of multi-hop path by weighted summing of the relation annotations as follows,
As shown in the path encoder in Figure 2 , to mine the shared semantic features between single relation and multihop paths, we weighted sum all the encoded path vectors between entities. As the process and calculation methods are similar to the relation encoder, we omit the detailed description for simplicity. So far, we selectively encode all multi-hop paths in P into a low-dimensional vector based on HANs (Yang et al. 2016) .
Coupled Neural Networks In the proposed method, we define two feed-forward architectures for each input to discriminate its source and to determine its corresponding relation. As shown in Figure 2 , these two neural networks are coupled together by a sub-module that extracts features from different input sources. Combined with the assumption mentioned above, these extracted features are considered as the semantic information shared by the encoded multi-hop paths p and the encoded single relation r. We decompose such coupled neural networks into three parts to detail each sub-module as shown in the right of Figure 2 .
• Parameter-Shared Feature Extractor As a sub-module shared by two neural networks, the feature f extracted by feature extractor should minimize the classification error and be source-indiscriminate in the meantime. In the proposed model, the feature mapping is accomplished by several feed-forward layers, which are similar to the encoder in stacked AutoEncoder (Vincent et al. 2010) . Because this sub-module is shared by the follow-up discriminator and classifier, all of the parameters θ e in the feature extractor E(x; θ e ) are updated based on the gradients from downstream parts (as illustrated in the upper L C and bottom L D of Figure 2 ). To improve the ability of the feature extractor to resist noise and remain sparse, we add sparse constraints in the loss function. Then, the loss function of the feature extractor is defined as
where L is the downstream loss (i.e. the combination of L C and L D ), β denotes the constraint rate, KL(·) is the KL divergence, ρ and ρ j represent the expected activation of neurons and average activation degree on the training sample set. For the source discriminator, the feature extractor can be considered as a query 'what are the features shared between sources'. Analogously, relation classifier can be regarded as a query 'what are the valuable features for determining relation'. Furthermore, it also stands for a high-level representation of a uniform query in the whole model 'what are the pivots between source discriminator and relation classifier'.
• Source Discriminator The source discriminator is a submodule exploited to discriminate the source of input features, and its discriminant results can be used to optimize the performance of feature extractors. As illustrated in the bottom right of Figure 2 , we treat the shared features f ∈ {f r , f p } as a credential to determine the source of inputs, which is computed as
where z i , i ∈ [0, 1] is the independent probability of each data source, y i is the normalized probability for different data sources. In order to avoid the slow convergence rate caused by quadratic loss, we minimize the cross-entropy loss for all data distribution as the goal for source discriminator
whereŷ k ∈ {0, 1} denotes the real source of sample k and N s is the number of positive samples. In order to ensure the shared features from the feature extractor to be undistinguished, we introduce a special Gradient Reversal Layer (GRL) (Ganin and Lempitsky 2015) between the feature extractor and the source discriminator as shown in the bottom right of Figure 2 . The GRL achieves gradient reversal through multiplying the gradient by a certain negative constant during the back propagation-based training, which guarantees the feature distributions over two sources are similar. Specifically, GRL acts as identity transform during the forward propagation, but takes the gradient from subsequent level, multiplies it by −λ, and passes it to the preceding layer. In our framework, we formally treat the GRL as a "pseudofunction" R λ (x) defined by the following equations, describing its forward-and back-propagation behaviors
where I is an identity matrix and λ is the adaptation rate. Hence, the independent possibility z i has to be rewritten as
Mathematically, we treat the source discriminator as D(R λ (f ); θ d ) and the feature extractor as E(x; θ e ), where θ d and θ e are corresponding parameters. As illustrated in Figure 2 , the θ d , i.e. W d and b d , is optimized to enhance the capability of source discriminator to distinguish different data sources, while θ e is trained to fool the discriminator based on the reversal gradient −λ
• Relation Classifier This module is used to determine the missing relation between the given entity pairs, and its output is the probability of each candidate relation in the relation set R. As illustrated in the top right of Figure 2 , we treat the output from feature extractor as the feature representation of the single relation, and feed it to the softmax layer for final relation classification. Because the calculation method of the softmax layer is similar to that of the corresponding part in the source discriminator, we omit it. Then, the loss function for relation classifier can be written as
whereŷ k ∈ {0, 1} and y k are the ground truth and output result respectively, and N s is the number of positive samples. From the perspective of the whole model, the output of the relation classifier is the input per se, which ensures the classification performance of the relation classifier. In fact, by using HANs and coupled neural networks, we convert the input into vectorial features shared by single relation and multi-hop paths, which means that we can determine the missing relation based on the multi-hop paths between given entity pairs. Regularization In order to avoid the over-fitting for two modules (source discriminator and relation classifier), the squared Frobenius norm and squared 2 norm for different weight W d , W c and bias b d , b c have been added as
where || · || 2 and || · || F respectively denote the 2 norm of a vector and Frobenius norm of a matrix.
Joint Learning
The overall objective function of the proposed model is composed of the losses of all components:
where ρ r is the regularization parameter to balance the regularization term and other loss terms. To minimize the L T otal , we use a jointly adversarial training strategy to iteratively update all sub-modules.
Before adversarial training, we pre-train the components with specific method to avoid possible problem (e.g. gradient vanishing, gradient instability) (Arjovsky and Bottou 2017) . The implementation details (including initialization, parameter determination and pre-training) of each component will be detailed in the Experiment section.
During the adversarial training, the source discriminator 2 and relation classifier can be directly trained to minimize their loss by using stochastic gradient descent (SGD) based method as
where θ c and θ d denotes the parameters in classifier and discriminator respectively, µ is the learning rate. As the upstream module, the feature extractor have multiple gradient sources. Hence, as illustrated in the bottom of Figure 2 , reversed gradient (through passing the GRL) from discriminator and back-propagation gradient from classifier are used to update the parameters by fine-tuning as In particular, the gradient provided by the downstream module is only used to update the attention related parameters (e.g. w e , b e and etc.) in hierarchical attention-based encoders.
Experiment
We evaluate the proposed method empirically in terms of classification effect and model interpretability .
Dataset
Since our method requires enough multi-hop paths between entities and sufficient training data for updating parameters, we use the standardized FB15K and WN18 as experimental data (Bordes et al. 2013) . Among them, FB15K is a real dense subgraph captured from Freebase, which contains the triples consisting of two entities and a relation. WN18 is a set of linguistic triples obtained from WordNet, which is a lexical English dictionary consisting of linguistic relation between words, e.g. hypernym, hyponym and meronym. To further explain the hierarchical attention mechanism on different granularities, we pick some highquality subgraphs from FreebaseEasy (Bast et al. 2014) as the third dataset FBe30K. Based on the mentioned datasets, we build a fair and dense KB graph for our method and baseline approaches. Table 1 details the statistics information of the three datasets.
Experimental Setup
In order to evaluate the performance of models in KB completion, we use two measures as our evaluation metrics: the Mean of correct relation Ranks (MR) and the proportion of valid relations ranked in Hit@10 (top 10 accuracy). Furthermore, we follow (Bordes et al. 2013) to report the filter results to avoid the under-estimation caused by other correct candidates.
Baseline Methods Since our method combines knowledge representation and path-related information, we separately select some state-of-the-art algorithms from them as baselines. B-PR considers binarized path features for learning the PR-classifier (Gardner and Mitchell 2015) .
SFE-PR is a PR-based method that uses breadth first search with Subgraph Feature Extraction (SFE) for extracting path features (Gardner and Mitchell 2015) . In particular, SFE-PR uses only PR-style features for feature matrix construction. TransE models relations between entities by interpreting them as translations operating on the low-dimensional embeddings of the entities (Bordes et al. 2013 ).
TransH models a relation as a hyperplane together with a translation operation on it and proposes an efficient method to construct negative examples to reduce false negative labels in training (Wang et al. 2014) .
TransR builds entity and relation embeddings in separate entity space and relation spaces and learns embeddings by first projecting entities from entity space to corresponding relation space, and then building translations between projected entities (Lin et al. 2015b) . CTransR is a cluster-based version of TransR.
rTransE learns to explicit model composition of relationships via the addition of their corresponding translation vectors (García-Durán, Bordes, and Usunier 2015) .
PTransE(RNN 2-step) considers relation paths as translations between entities for representation learning, and addresses problems of path reliability and semantic composition (Lin et al. 2015a ).
Implementation Details As we found that various dimensions of relation embeddings and PE resulted in similar trends, only experimental results for 100 dimension relation embeddings and 20 dimension PE will be reported here. We select the shortest min{3, n} paths between entities or RW strategy (Lao, Minkov, and Cohen 2015) as path set P respectively.
We initialize the input embeddings with several different pre-train embeddings (i.e. Word2Vec trained on Wikipedia (Mikolov et al. 2013) and TransE (Bordes et al. 2013) ), and randomly initialize other model parameters, e.g. attention vectors, feature extractor and softmax layers of relation classifier and source discriminator. Each module is pre-trained after initialization, in which the training target of the whole model (except source discriminator) is to minimize the classification error of the relation classifier. The source discriminator is trained from scratch after the classifier converges. The hyperparameters of the model are chosen by maximizing Mean Rank on the validation set, e.g. the regularization weight ρ r is set to 0.05, the constrain rate β is set to 0.01 and the expected activation degree ρ is set to 0.05. The adaptation factor λ in GRL is gradually changed from 0 to 1 during the training process as λ = − 1 (Ganin and Lempitsky 2015) .
By following (Ganin and Lempitsky 2015) , this model is optimized with the SGD over shuffled mini-batches with momentum rate 0.95, learning rate is decayed as η = 0.005 (1+ γ·nc nNs ) 0.5 , where n c and n respectively denotes the number of trained samples and iterations, and γ is set to 10. The batch sizes for source discriminator and relation classification are both 100, and the batch for source discriminator coming from different sources equally.
Experimental Result and Analysis
We compare our method with baselines in two aspects as discussed below. Table 2 shows the comparative results of classification effect in detail. We can observe that our method outperforms the other two groups of baseline methods significantly. Contrast to TransE, we find that our method (TransE&RW) improves the classification effect 3 . Furthermore, with the use of different pre-trained relation embeddings and more reasonable path selection algorithm, the model performance can be enhanced greatly. Combining the analysis performed over three KBs and statistic information in Table 1 , we can conclude that the denser (the ratio of entities to relations) and the larger (the amount of entities and relations) the KB becomes, the better our method outperforms the baselines. It means that our method is better suited for relation completion of large-scale and dense KBs.
Classification Effect
In order to investigate the performance of our model in more detail, we further analyze the performance of our model with different relation frequency. Since the overall Table 3 : An example of the weight assignment in two attention-based encoders. Each row is a multi-hop path between entity Barack Hussein Obama and entity Malia Ann Obama, e.g. the first row denotes a two hops path. The order of the columns indicates the ranking of the weights of path attention (descending order), and the color depth of background in each path indicates the order of relation attention (the deeper the more important). distribution of relations in the three datasets shows a significant long tail phenomenon clearly, we divide the relations into three buckets (Xie et al. 2017) . With each bucket, we compare our method (TransE&RW) with standard TransE, as shown in Figure 3 . As we can see, our method improves the classification performance to varying degrees, however, the highest promotion is the rarest buckets in all three datasets. Yet this is not contradictory to the conclusion we have mentioned above, as the 'rare' mentioned here is relative. The difference in classification effects between different density and volume datasets still exists.
Model Interpretability To validate that our model is able to select the informative relations and paths between the given entity pairs, we visualize the hierarchical attention layers in Table 3 for a sample triple as case study. We clearly observe that the meaningful relations and paths are given higher attention weights. In order to visualize the effect of the hierarchical attention based encoders, we use Principal Component Analysis (PCA) (Jolliffe 1986 ) to reduce the dimension of the r, p i and p. We find that the distributions of different single relations and corresponding multi-hop paths present clustering phenomenon in Figure 4 (a) . In addition, the results of hierarchical attention based encoders (square) also outperform the single attention based ones (circular) in Figure 4 (a), which means that the distance between p and r is smaller than the average distance between p i and r.
Furthermore, we also compare our feature extractor with The visualization of an example of dimension reduction using different algorithms. We find that in the vast majority of dimension reduction results, the outputs of our feature extractor clearly deviate from other methods (losing more information). Table 4 , that our method has a higher classification performance. We also visualize the features extracted from different methods in a common vector space as shown in Figure 4 (b). The features extracted by our feature extractor, which are trained to minimize the error of downstream classifiers and discriminators, are much more different with other algorithms. The reason of this phenomenon is that the goal of our feature extractor is not to retain the original information or to distinguish the original data as much as possible, but to find the valuable features matching the requirements of downstream component. Hence, the visualization validates our assumption to some extent, i.e. there are both shared semantic information and noise/useless information existing between the single relation and the multi-hop path.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel method for KB completion, which can capture the features shared by different data sources utilizing HANs and AT without any manual pivots. The joint adversarial training with a GRL reverse the backpropagation gradient to allow feature extractor to extract the shared features between different data sources. In the future, we will attempt to apply this architecture in translation model to obtain knowledge representation. Besides, considering the effectiveness and availability of HANs and AT, we will try to explore them in other areas, e.g. relation extraction and personalized recommendation.
